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Mobile Surveys Made Easy

Caster Tray worked very
well for doing Passive
Surveys with AirMagnet
Surevey Pro software.

A year ago I bought a “Wi-Fi surveyor” kit from Caster Tray. It made
surveying easy since it had PoE from the battery all the way through
the telescopic pole, giving me and RJ45 pigtail to plug into my AP.
This worked well for powering an
Access Point and doing passive
surveys, using AirMagnet Survey
Pro.
I work a lot with Ruckus Wireless, and started to find the
benefits of doing an active survey showcasing the Ruckus
“Adaptive Antennas” their version of Dynamic Beam Forming.
This kit worked great for that
also.
Looking for a way to reduce survey time, I purchased two more
tripods and mesh the AP’s together. I could then lay them out
and get real-life first, second, and third AP coverage. I quickly found
out it was going to work with out some minor “McGyvering”, and this
post is how I made the changes.
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The first thing I needed to do was to replace the wiring in the pole
and make it full Ethernet capable. The manufacture had split pairs in
the pole, making it easier to go up and down, but losing Ethernet
pass through. Once I had strung Ethernet through the pole and terminated an RJ45 Male on one end And punched down the other into
the jack on the Pole, I thought with full Ethernet in the pole, I could
survey simpler using all AirMagnet Survey Pro options. Passive, Active, and IPerf Active Survey.

I decided that my kit would serve three main functions, simple survey
Advanced IPerf Survey with or without Mesh, and full demo functions.
We built the simple survey to simply power the AP up and broadcast
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the surveying SSID’s. Very basic and simple this is what the kit had
been doing since we purchased it.
The next was to build it so that we could do an Active Iperf survey
without using a controller and making the kit simple to set up and
travel with. We had to find a way to make a laptop act as an Iperf
server, while mounted to the kit, and talk to the AP and survey client
without adding a switch.
We had some old 1U patch panels,
we cut them down to the first section
and mounted it to the base of the
stand. We then took two pair of Ethernet to the battery and the other two
pair to the laptop with an RJ45 male
on each end. We then punched the
pairs in their perspective place on the
patch panel, and made a pigtail from
the patch panel to the RJ45 jack in
the pole. This allowed us to have Ethernet between the AP and the laptop
and use the battery to still power up
the AP.
We tested it out and voila, it worked
fantastic.
We had to statically assign
IP addresses to the Access
Point, the IPerf laptop, and
the Proxim 8494 NIC that
we were using to survey
with. This gave us full control of the Access Point,
and we could change
SSID’s, when we moved
the location of the AP. It
also gave us true TCP
throughput results both in
2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz, and
plot them on our survey for
validation of the network.
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The third and final way we use the kit is too show off all the advance
features that Ruckus Wireless has to offer, while doing live demo’s for
clients. Ruckus has a couple of features called DPSK (Dynamic Pre
Shared Key), Zero-IT-Activation, and FlexMaster.
Since we already have a laptop to do our surveys, we decided to add
a couple of virtual machines to our laptop to have more services
available. We chose to add:
• Server 2008 with Active Directory installed
• Linux VM to host FlexMaster, Ruckus Wirelesses NMS (Network
Management System) system.

We have to add a controller in the mix to perform this function.
We found that we could eliminate all power and run everything from
two separate batteries the Terrawave battery to run the Access Point,
and a new small Energizer Energi 1800 battery with a pigtail to run
the Ruckus Wireless Zone Director 1100 Controller.

We plug the pigtail from the patch panel with the Ethernet pairs into
the first gig port of the controller and the laptop into the second Gig
port. With our virtual machines running all with separate static IP Addresses, we can build a full demo WLAN in a few minutes and showcase advance security features in real-time, with the clients interacting.
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This type of demonstration took the theoretical components out of
our demos, and we have closed more deals faster because of this.
The best part of this kit is if we are not demoing or meshing we can fit
everything into one pelican case, and tripod bag, and the laptop will
go into the backpack with my survey tablet. We can have this kit put
together in under three minutes and be ready to do any type of Survey.
Here are some more pictures, thanks for reading this article.
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